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Abstract
In this thesis, mechanical deformation behaviors of nanoporous anodic aluminum
oxide (AAO) membranes and associated mechanical properties were studied using
nanoindentation testing; the effects of porosity, inter-pore distance, and material
phase were evaluated. With unique combination of properties such as low density,
high strength, thermal stability and corrosion resistance, ceramics are essential
for aerospace and other engineering applications involving extreme environments,
including gas turbines, thermal protection tiles and heat exchangers for corrosive
agents. However, current application of ceramics is limited due to their low fracture
toughness. In recent studies, nanoporous ceramics demonstrated unusual deformation mechanisms such as shear banding, pore collapse, and pore compression.
While these behaviors introduced by nanoporosity can possibly enhance macro-scale
toughness of ceramics, implementation of such mechanisms in macro-scale still
requires more thorough multi-scale understanding of the mechanisms' drivers and
limitations. In this study, the effects of nanoporosity on mechanical properties and
deformation behaviors, particularly pseudo-plasticity, of ceramics were studied by
conducting nanoindentation tests on anodic aluminum oxide (AAO) membranes.
More specifically, key deformation mechanisms of nanoporous ceramics and their
transition, along with the correlation between the above mechanical deformation
mechanisms with measured micro-scale mechanical properties such as elastic modulus and hardness were studied. The AAO samples with porosity ranging from
~10-30%, pore size from ~38-210 nm and different material phases (amorphous and
polycrystalline) were tested using Berkovich and cube-corner tips with indentation
depth up to 2 µm and 4 µm and resulting indentation load up to ~400 mN. Mechanical properties including elastic modulus and hardness were measured. Deformation
behaviors were observed by post-indentation scanning electron microscopy (SEM)
and transmission electron microscopy (TEM) inspections and were correlated with
the mechanical properties. Inspection of the indented AAO sample surface revealed
the existence and trends of multiple deformation mechanisms including radial/subsurface fracture, nanocracks, shear banding in the form of arrays of collapsed
iii

nanopores and localized pore compression for AAO samples with varying pore
size, porosity and material phase. For example, shear banding and localized pore
collapse, compression behaviors are more easily triggered at medium to high porosity (~20-30 %) and small inter-pore distance (~107 nm). For AAO samples with
large inter-pore distance and low porosity, only nanocracks or radial/subsurface
fracture can be observed. Among these deformation mechanisms, shear banding
forming around indentation impression created by cube-corner tip are of the most
interest, as they can potentially result in quasi-ductility with limited compromise
of materials mechanical properties. In future, these studies can be extended to
correlating nano-pore deformation with macro-scale fracture toughness, potentially
leading to development of toughened ceramics without weakening.
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Chapter 1 |
Introduction and Motivation
Advancement of technology in aerospace and other engineering fields has always
been demanding novel materials with superior properties. Applications including
re-entry thermal shields, jet engine combustion chamber parts, coating for off-shore
wind turbine blades require not only mechanical properties like high strength and
hardness, but also excellent thermal stability, corrosion resistance as well as light
weight and low cost. Ceramic materials satisfy the above requirements, and thus
are essential for applications involving extreme environment. However, applications
of ceramics are currently limited due to their low fracture toughness. Throughout
the years, ceramics have been toughened with multiple approaches including but
not limited to reinforcement with fibers [2, 3] and soft phases [4, 5], expanding their
applications. In contrast to these traditional toughening methods to implement
additional phases, the focus of this thesis is to study mechanical deformation,
including nano-scale fracture behaviors, of monolithic nanoporous ceramics, and to
evaluate potential toughening effect of nanoporosity introduction. The remainder
of this chapter establishes the motivation behind toughening of ceramics, followed
by an overview of this thesis.

1.1 Motivation for Ceramics with Improved Fracture Toughness
The excellent mechanical, electrical and thermal properties for ceramic materials
come from their compositions and strong atomic bonds. Ceramics are defined as
solid compounds comprise at least two elements of which one is a non-metal or a
1

nonmetallic element solid, the other element may be a metal or another nonmetallic
elemental solid, and are usually formed by the application of heat and sometimes
heat and pressure [6]. Most of the ceramic materials have crystalline structure which
exhibit long-range order, while some have amorphous structure with short-range
order. The primary atomic bonds for ceramics can be fully ionic, covalent or a
mixture of both [7]. Because of the nature of strong bonding between atoms in
ceramics, they exhibit a combination of properties including high strength and
hardness, excellent thermal stability, wear and corrosion resistance, low density, low
thermal and electrical conductivities and many other unique physical properties
[8]. A comparison of ceramic materials with traditional structural materials can
be seen in Table1.1. Unlike metal-based materials, ceramics can maintain high
strength at extreme operation temperature and corrosive environment. With these
excellent physical and mechanical properties, ceramics are potential candidates for
a wide range of applications including engine manufacturing, gas turbine, roller
bearings, protection armors against high strain rate impact, cutting tools, nuclear
fusion technology, thermal protection tiles, heat exchanger for corrosive agent and
biomechanics [9].
However, current applications of ceramic materials are limited due to their
low fracture toughness. When compared with other engineering materials (See
Figure1.1),ceramics have comparable strength but much lower fracture toughness.
This low damage tolerance behavior originates from the strong bonding between
atoms consisting of ceramic materials which also results in their high strength and
other properties. With strong covalent and ionic bonds, the motion of dislocation
in ceramics requires higher stress level than metals. Failure thus can initiate from
defects in ceramics before any plastic deformation occurs. At locations of high
stress, such as notches, pores, sub-critical cracks and weak interphases, cracks could
initiate and propagate, leading to catastrophic failure [8] and making the failure
hard to predict [10].
Due to these disadvantages, many applications which can potentially benefit from
using ceramic parts are still dominated by metal-based materials such as various
superalloys. For instance, jet engine turbine blades and exhaust nozzles are currently
dominantly made by nickel-based and titanium-based superalloys [11, 12]. With the
increasing demand of more efficient engine design, the working temperature of these
turbine parts has been rising during the last decades. Even with higher performance
2

thermal barrier coating, it is now harder for metal based alloys to maintain required
mechanical properties under elevated working temperature environment. This high
temperature environment necessitates more aggressive cooling system design which
leads to efficiency losses [13]. To address this issue, replacement for nickel-based
superalloys with ceramic-based materials is needed. Ceramic matrix composites
(CMCs) are being considered as a competitive candidate for these applications. With
embedded ceramic fibers, the microstructure of CMCs allows ceramic components
to withstand higher stress level and fail in a predictable manner, thus leading to
enhanced fracture toughness. Compared to their opponents, namely Mo-based and
Nb-based alloys, CMCs have advantages in terms of weight and specific strength.
GE has already started implementing CMC parts as turbine shrouds and even
rotating blades in both military and commercial engines [14, 15]. These parts allow
higher temperature without extensive cooling and are much lighter, leading to major
increase in engine efficiency, performance, acoustic attenuation, and component
lifetime [16].
Besides propulsion systems, numerous applications including roller bearings,
protection armors and nuclear fusion engines could benefit from the development of
ceramic materials with higher toughness [17]. With the emerging of nano-fabrication
technologies, high toughness ceramic materials with engineered microstructure will
play more and more important role in our society.

1.2 Motivation of Thesis Work on Study of Nanoporous Ceramic Material
As noted above, toughening of ceramics have been attempted through compositing
of fibers and/or introduction of plastic phases in order to introduce additional
fracture mechanisms or plastic deformation. Besides these existing toughening
approaches, in this work, a novel mechanical deformation mechanism for nanoporous
monolithic ceramics will be investigated for their contribution to fracture toughness.
Mechanical properties of ceramic materials are highly dependent on their microstructure which is determined by manufacturing processes. During the past
decades, through the development of more sophisticated sintering technologies such
as field assisted sintering, production of ceramics with sub-micron or nanometer

3

sized grains has been made possible. For example, nanocrystalline ceramics, with
high interphase to grain volume fraction ratio, have exhibit enhanced ductility
enabled by grain boundary sliding [18]. This mechanism, accompanied by the
introduction of nanoporosity which eliminate during the deformation process by
accommodating grain boundary sliding have been observed to increase the fracture
toughness for nanocrystalline boron carbide. Cracks are found to be blunted by
nanopore mediated grain boundary sliding. Nano-sized pores no longer act like
defects and crack sources. Instead, by introducing nanoporosity and weak grain
boundary phases, high fracture toughness for ceramic materials can potentially be
achieved [19]. Similar behaviors were also observed in anodized aluminum oxide
(AAO) which has highly ordered nanoporous microstructure [20]. Quasi-ductility is
achieved in this type of materials during nanoindentation through pore compression,
collapse and the formation of shear bands around the indented region. Such behaviors were observed for both monolithic AAO and AAO/CNTs composites [21, 22]
(see Chapter 2 for details). Enhancement of toughness and energy dissipation
through introducing porosity have been widely studied for metal and polymer
based materials [23, 24]. While the studies mentioned above also demonstrate the
potential possibility of tough nanoporous ceramics, we still lack understanding of
how nanoporosity can help increasing the quasi-ductility and fracture toughness for
ceramics. Issues need to be addressed include but not limit to finding how pore size,
porosity and material phase influence the mechanical deformation (pore collapse
and shear banding) behavior of nanoporous ceramics, how nanopore mechanical
deformation are translated to macro-scale properties, and how manufacturing of
nanoporous ceramics can be scaled. Despite these challenges, the potential payoff of
toughened nanoporous ceramics is high. Beyond higher toughness and maintained
strength, nanoporous ceramics also have lower density and are expected to have
increased thermal shock resistance [25] which could benefit various applications
including aerospace industry.

1.3 Overview of This Thesis Work
The objective of this thesis is to study the effect of nanoporosity parameters
including pore geometry (pore size), porosity, and material phase on mechanical
properties and deformation behaviors of ceramic materials through mechanical
4

testing. Nanoindentation and post-indentation inspection techniques are selected as
the main tools of analysis. Background and previous work related to this thesis study
will be presented in Chapter 2, followed by discussion on objectives and approaches in
Chapter 3. In Chapter 4, experimental set-ups, sample preparation, and mechanical
testing methods will be discussed. Then, the results of nanoindentation tests about
of nanoporous anodized aluminum oxide samples will be presented: mechanical
properties in Chapter 5 and deformation behavior observation in Chapter 6. Finally,
in Chapter 7, discussion and conclusions for this thesis will be presented.
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Figure 1.1. Fracture toughness plotted against elastic limit, reproduced according to [1].
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Table 1.1. Property comparison of ceramics and special metal alloys [8, 26].
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Chapter 2 |
Background
and Previous Work
Multiple toughening mechanisms already exist enabling the current applications of
ceramics and other brittle materials. These mechanisms are categorized into two
main types: intrinsic toughening and extrinsic toughening. In this chapter, general
toughening mechanisms (both extrinsic and intrinsic) will be first discussed for
all brittle materials. Secondly, toughening mechanisms for ceramic materials will
be discussed including transformation toughening, microcrack toughening, crack
deflection toughening, fiber/whisker toughening etc. Thirdly, previous studies
will be discussed concerning a novel approach of toughening ceramic materials by
introducing nanoporosity.

2.1 General Toughening Mechanisms
For most engineering materials, strength and toughness are both essential requirements especially for their structural applications. However, to attain high strength
and toughness at the same time is not an easy task. For example, materials such as
ceramics and bulk metallic glasses (BMGs) exhibit high elastic modulus, hardness
and strength due to their strong atomic bonds. However, the strong bonds and
lack of plastic deformation mechanisms such as dislocation result in the intrinsic
brittleness of ceramics and BMGs which currently limit their structural applications.
To toughen brittle materials, two types of strategies namely intrinsic and extrinsic
mechanisms have been thoroughly studied during the past decades [1]. A schematics
showing intrinsic and extrinsic toughening mechanisms can be seen in Figure 2.1.
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2.1.1 Intrinsic Toughening Mechanisms
Intrinsic toughening mechanisms are typical in ductile materials such as metals,
and work by enhancing materials' ability to plastically deform without initiation or
extension of cracks. In metals, for example, dislocations are easy to occur, enabling
plastic deformation at the location of high stress level such as existing crack tip,
leading to high toughness. For strong and brittle materials, intrinsic toughening
works by promoting and controlling inelastic deformation by material design. For
example, in bulk metallic glasses, common plastic deformation mechanisms such as
dislocation are absent. The main inelastic deformation mechanism for BMGs is
formation of shear bands which with enough length achieved, upon tensile load,
can lead to catastrophic fracture. The intrinsic toughening strategy for BMGs is to
promote the formation of shear bands while limiting cavity formation. One example
of such strategy can be seen in the work of M. D. Demetriou et al, where a Pd
based BMG with P, Si and Ge composition which exhibit high bulk modulus (172
GPa) to shear modulus (31 GPa) ratio was manufactured [27]. The high bulk to
shear modulus ratio makes shear band formation easier, while formation of cavity is
hindered. This deformation behavior leads to enhanced fracture toughness. Another
intrinsic toughening approach performed on BMGs is to form composites with
hard dendrites and tailored phases spacing. Upon loading, yielding by formations
of shear bands will first happen in the soft glassy phase. Due to the limited
spacing between hard dendrites, shear bands will have short lengths and uniformly
distribute throughout the BMG composite without developing cavities, leading to
higher ductility and fracture toughness. In the work by D. C. Hofmann, a titaniumzirconium based BMG composites was reported to achieve tensile ductility exceeding
10%, yield strength of 1.2~1.5 GPa and a high toughness of 170 MPa·m1/2 [28].

2.1.2 Extrinsic Toughening Mechanisms
Extrinsic toughening mechanisms work upon existing cracks and enhance the
materials' ability to sustain subcritical crack under elevated stress level. Extrinsic
toughening mechanisms are effective for elastic-brittle materials such as ceramics
with which intrinsic toughening by promoting plastic deformation is hardly an
option. These mechanisms include fiber reinforcement, grain bridging, ductile phase
bridging, crack deflection etc. An example of extrinsic toughening mechanism can be
9

seen in collagen fibers in human bones. The collagen fibers can act upon open cracks
and prevent existing cracks from further opening [29]. Similar extrinsic toughening
mechanism has already been implemented in ceramic matrix composites (CMCs)
where ceramic matrix is reinforced with bundles of ceramic fibers to increase fracture
toughness [30]. Another example is nacre, a strong and tough natural material.
Upon close inspection, a microstructure of brick-mortar configuration with plateletlike aragonite (CaCO3 ) making up 95 vol % of nacre and thin layers of organic
materials in between the aragonite platelets can be seen [31]. The soft organic layer
can undergo plastic deformation thus intrinsically toughening the material upon
loading. The hard and brittle platelets on the other hand extrinsically toughen
the material by promoting crack deflection along weak interfaces, crack bridging
by its elongated shape and rough surface morphology [32]. To mimic this unique
toughening behavior, E. Munch et al manufactured Al2 O3 /PMMA composites
using ice-templated structures. The resulting composite has similar brick-mortar
microstructure configuration of nacre. A high toughness of ~30 MPa·m1/2 with a
strength of 200 MPa was achieved making it one of the toughest ceramic materials
recorded [33].

2.2 Toughening Mechanisms for Ceramics
In this section, common toughening mechanisms for ceramic-based materials will
be briefly discussed. Unlike BMGs which can undergo limited inelastic deformation
by formation of shear bands, ceramics lack any effective inelastic deformation
mechanisms thus currently rely more on extrinsic toughening mechanisms. Other
limiting factors such as high operating temperature further limit options of toughening mechanisms for ceramic materials, as a metal or polymer plastic phase would
compromise ceramics' thermal stability and strength in such conditions. In the
review paper by A. G. Evans, toughening mechanisms were categorized into process
zone toughening and bridging toughening [34]. Process zone toughening, including transformation and microcracks toughening, works in the similar manner as
intrinsic toughening, and enhance ceramics' damage tolerance by reducing the
crack opening stress through inelastic deformation and energy dissipation. Bridging
toughening acts on existing cracks and extrinsically toughens ceramics materials
through crack deflection, fiber reinforcement and grain bridging etc. More details
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of these toughening mechanisms are given below.

2.2.1 Transformation Toughening
Transformation toughening is mainly observed in zirconia (ZrO2 ) based ceramics.
Above certain stress level, ZrO2 will exhibit phase transition from tetragonal (t) to
monoclinic (m) which creates a shear strain of 0.16 and a volume expansion of
~4% [35]. Such volume change and shear strain could lead to catastrophic fracture
failure, but can also contribute to toughening with proper materials engineering. In
1975, R. C. Garvie et al [36] first reported that the phase transformation induced
expansion and shear strain can be utilized as source of plastic deformation and thus
enhance the fracture toughness of zirconia based ceramics by careful processing of
the materials. The high stress level at crack tip triggers the phase transformation
of zirconia from tetragonal to monoclinic phase forming a process zone near the
crack tip. During the crack propagation, phase change induced dilatational strain
can act upon existing crack around the crack wake and hinder the further opening
of existing crack [34, 37].

2.2.2 Microcrack Toughening
Microcrack toughening mechanisms can be identified in various two phases ceramic
materials. The thermal expansion mismatch between different phases can result
in residual tensile stress during the manufacturing process and lead to opening of
microcrack along weak grain boundaries and phase interfaces. These microcracks,
when inside the process zone of a macrocrack, could further open, relieving residual
stress, and lead to enhanced inelastic deformation thus higher fracture toughness
[34,38]. In the work by W. H. Gu et al, stress induced microcracks near a propagating
crack were observed in SiC-TiB2 composites forming a process zone and believed
to contribute to the R-curve behavior of the composites and enhanced fracture
toughness [39]. Analytical analysis by H. Awaji et al also demonstrated the potential
of this mechanism in enhancing toughness for ceramic based nanocomposites [40].
Despite potential toughness enhancement, existing microcracks can also elongate
and result in quick fracture and catastrophic failure. The considerable property
degradation resulted from the micro/nanocracks has to be taken into account during
material design process.
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2.2.3 Crack Deflection Toughening
Crack deflection occurs in the case of intergranular fracture and requires weak
grain boundaries or material interphases. By deflecting the cracks, grain bridging
can be achieved and more energy can be dissipated resulting in enhanced fracture
toughness. This mechanism is common in monolithic and multiphase ceramics with
heterogenous microstructures such as elongated grains [41]. In the work by C. J.
Gilbert et al, aluminum, boron and carbon were added to SiC, forming composite
with a network of elongated grains and amorphous grain boundary phases after
hot pressing. Compared to commercial SiC which show transgranular cracks and
low fracture toughness (< 3 MPa·m1/2 ), the SiC composites with amorphous grain
boundary phases exhibit intergranular fracture where cracks deflect at weak grain
interfaces, and considerably higher fracture toughness (~9 MPa·m1/2 ) [42].

2.2.4 Fiber/Whisker Toughening
Toughness can be enhanced by fiber/whisker integration into matrix. By creating
a weak interface between fiber/whisker and ceramic matrix through fiber/whisker
coating process, dissipation of energy by fiber/whisker-matrix debonding and sliding
can be achieved. Compressive residual stress caused during manufacturing process
due to thermal expansion coefficient mismatch between matrix and fibers can also
lead to higher toughness [34]. In fiber reinforced ceramic composites, failures of
the matrix happen first at locations of high stress level such as preexisting flaws,
followed by fiber debonding as cracks propagate. With increasing stress, fibers
break; pull-out of these broken fibers will also dissipate energy through friction
forces between the fibers and matrix, mitigating crack propagation. An example of
SiC/SiC fiber reinforced composites can be seen in the work by R. R. Naslain et
al [43].

2.2.5 Ductile Phase Toughening
Ceramics can be toughened by compositing with materials of ductile phase. Ceramicbased composites with ductile phase (isolated or continuous ductile phase) have
multiple toughening mechanisms depending on the micro-structures: crack trapping
at crack tip, plastic dissipation at plastic zone ahead of crack tip, and crack
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bridging in the wake of existing cracks [34]. In a ceramic/metal composite with
Al2 O3 matrix and isolated Al particles, Al particles observed on fractured surfaces
showed extensive necking indicating crack bridging behavior. Inspection of crack
tip also showed stretched Al particles, further confirming the bridging behavior
from Al reinforcement [4]. Similar to fiber/whisker reinforcement toughening, the
strength of matrix/reinforcement interface can also play important rule for ductile
phase toughening since a relatively weak interface may allow ductile particles to
further stretch for more effective bridging toughening.

2.2.6 Toughening Mechanisms for Ceramic Based Nanocomposites
The enhancement of material properties such as strength and ductility for nanocrystalline materials has recently attracted much attention. With progress in processing
and manufacturing techniques including spark plasma sintering [44, 45], nanocrystalline ceramics have been made possible. However, ceramics does not necessary
exhibit enhanced fracture toughness with reduced grain size and still require implementation of toughening mechanisms. A few studies on nanocrystalline ceramicbased materials even show decreasing trend of fracture toughness with respect to
finer grain [46, 47]. In fact, due to the reduced length scale, the effectiveness of
general toughening mechanisms for microcrystalline ceramics on nanocrystalline
ceramic materials remain to be studied. In the review papers by K. Niihara [48]
and J. D. Kuntz [49], multiple new concept of reinforcing nanocrystalline ceramic
materials have been proposed and summarized, of which two examples will be given
below.
In the work by G. D. Zhan et al, fully dense ceramic nanocomposites with
nanocrystalline alumina (Al2 O3 ) matrix and single walled carbon nanotube (SWCNT)
reinforcement were manufactured using spark plasma sintering at relatively low
sintering temperature (1150 ◦ C). The final product, with about 10 vol% of SWCNT,
yields a fracture toughness of 9.7 MPa·m1/2 when measured with micro-indentation
with a Vickers tip; this fracture toughness value is almost three times that of
a monolithic counterpart. Upon SEM inspection, SWCNTs are found dispersed
between alumina grains forming a network-type microstructure that contribute to
crack deflection and bridging [50]. On the other hand, when hot pressing technique
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was used, fracture toughness improvement by 10 vol% multi-walled CNTs was only
about 10 % for silicon carbide nanocomposites [51]. This toughness improvement
difference is attributed to the fact that inner layers of MWCNTs contribute little to
load carrying and the degradation of MWCNTs during the hot processing process
which involves high temperature treatment at ~2300 K. Besides CNTs, researchers
have also used graphene as toughening agents in ceramic nanocomposites. In studies
by L. S. Walker et al, bulk quantities of graphene platelets (GPL, 3-4 graphene
sheets, <2 nm thickness) were added and dispersed into nanocrystalline silicon
nitride powders. The mixture was sintered using spark plasma sintering method to
create dense nanocrystalline microstructure while protecting GPL. The produced
dense composites, with 1.5 vol% addition of GPL exhibited a 235% increase in fracture toughness compared to monolithic nanocrystalline silicon nitride when tested
using micro-indentation [52]. SEM inspection revealed that graphene platelets are
anchored or wrapped around silicon nitride grains; these microstructures trigger
crack deflection and crack bridging by graphene sheets pull-out.
However, a later study by X. T. Wang et al suggests that the toughening of
ceramic nanocomposites by addition of CNTs and graphene might limit to contact
loading condition [53]. Compared to the results measured using indentation, direct
toughness measurement using single-edge V-notch beam method shows CNTs and
graphene ceramic nanocomposites have similar fracture toughness when compared
to their monolithic counterpart . This further indicates the complexity and lack of
understanding in the toughening mechanisms for nanocrystalline ceramic materials.

2.3 Toughening of Materials by Introducing Nanoporosity
Porosity in ceramics is usually considered as defect which lead to crack initiation
and propagation resulting in low fracture toughness. Multiple studies have shown
the decreasing trend of flexural strength and fracture toughness with respect to
increasing porosity [54, 55] making the elimination of porosity one of the prime
considerations for manufacturing high strength ceramic materials. However, research
by K. M. Reddy et al on nanoporous B4 C [19] and studies by Z. Xia et al on anodic
aluminum oxide membranes [21,22] have demonstrated the potential of enhancement
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of fracture toughness by introducing nanoporosity which promote quasi-ductility in
the form of pore collapse, compression and shear banding. More detailed discussion
about these nanoporosity studies will be delineated below, followed by a summary
about mechanical properties of nanoporous AAO membranes.

2.3.1 Toughening of Ceramics by Nanoporosity
Recent work by K. Madhav Reddy et al showed that in contrast to the understanding
that porosity could lead to degradation in mechanical behaviors of ceramics, the
compression strength, plasticity and toughness for nanocrystalline ceramics can
actually be improved by introducing nanoporosity and weak grain boundary phase
[19]. In this study, nanocrystalline boron carbide powders containing slightly
excessive carbon (about 2-3 vol%) were sintered at a relatively low temperature to
yield a nanocrystalline nanostructure. The relative density of the final product is
92.8% with 2-3 vol% of free carbon and about 8-10% porosity. Upon inspection, a
thin layer of amorphous carbon can be seen in most part of grain boundaries [56].
The nanopores with a size ranging from 20-70 nm can also be seen in grain
boundaries and grain boundary triple junction points. Instrumented indentations
were conducted to measure the mechanical properties such as elastic modulus,
hardness and fracture toughness of the nanocrystalline boron carbide ceramics.
The TEM images taken after the indentation showed grain boundary sliding
accompanied by the elimination of nanoporosity, leading to a quasi-ductile behavior.
It is hypothesized that as the nanopore size approach nanometer scale, the nanopores
would no longer serve as the crack source even with sharp corners. Grain boundary
sliding is lubricated by the amorphous carbon phase and is accommodated by the
collapse of nanoporosity; such deformation leads to increase in fracture strength.
The measured fracture toughness using nanoindentation is ~3.6-4.7 MPa·m1/2 , 75%
higher than that of microcrystalline B4 C.
Similar mechanisms have also been observed with anodized aluminum oxide
(AAO) which has a well-organized transversely isotropic nanoporous structure [21].
With nanoindentation using a sharp indenter, the nano-sized pores around the
indented region collapse in series, forming shear banding and localized nano-cracks.
A SEM image of pore collapse and shear banding behavior studied in this thesis
can be seen in Figure 2.2. This mechanism can potentially enhance the ability for
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the ceramic material to dissipate more energy before micro-cracks initiate, thus can
potentially enhance fracture toughness. Similar behavior has also been observed in
AAO-CNT composites, where the reinforced porous microstructure can go under
inelastic deformation through the deformation of CNT reinforced pore structure
and shear banding without initiation of cracks [22].

2.3.2 Previous Works on Mechanical Properties of Nanoporous Ceramics
In this thesis study, mechanical testing was conducted on nanoporous AAO membranes to study their mechanical and deformation properties. In this subsection,
some of the previous works on mechanical properties and deformation mechanisms
of AAO samples will be briefly reviewed.
In the work by L. Vojkuvka et al, AAO membranes were first manufactured
using three types of acid solutions namely sulphuric (H2 SO4 ), oxalic (H2 C2 O4 )
and phosphoric (H3 PO4 ). The resulting amorphous AAO membranes were then
chemical-etched to yield samples with different porosity (~8-32%). Mechanical
property characterization was carried out by nanoindentation using a Berkovich tip
with a maximum load of 250 mN. The calculated elastic modulus and hardness show
decreasing trend with respect to increasing porosity (E from ~100 GPa to ~40 GPa;
H from ~6 GPa to 1 GPa). Upon SEM inspection, no major cracks can be found
around the indentation impression. Instead, porous structure inside the indentation
impression, especially near the cleavage was found compressed. Subsequent friction
tests showed similar pore deformation [57]. Another study done by N. Tsyntsaru
et al showed similar results where the elastic modulus and hardness value highly
depend on porosity. Since a lower maximum load of 100 mN was used in this
study, only minor microcracks between pores can be observed inside the indentation
impression [58]. The pore compression mechanism appears to be limited to AAO
membranes with medium or low porosity though, since in the study by K. Y. Ng
et al, nanoindentation on AAO membranes with high porosity (~50%) resulted in
severe surface and subsurface cracks inside the indentation impression [59].
With most of the research on AAO being conducted on as-anodized samples
with amorphous material phase, very limited studies have been carried out on
their polycrystalline counterparts. In order to study the effect of high temperature
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treatment on the mechanical behaviors of AAO, M. K. McQuaig et al conducted
microindentation tests using Vickers tip on heat treated AAO membranes with
polycrystalline microstructure of γ and α phases. The microindentation tests show
an increase in hardness from 2.5 GPa to 4.7 GPa between as-anodized amorphous
AAO and α phases AAO obtained by heat treatment at 1200 ◦ C. Further SEM
inspection showed pore crushing and nanocracks initiation between pores in the
crystalline α phases AAO membranes [60]. This inelastic deformation behavior
is similar to what observed in the work of Z. Xia et al [21], and may potentially
increase the material' s ability to undergo deformation without initiation of major
cracks that can lead to catastrophic failure.

2.4 Summary
In this chapter, general toughening strategies for brittle materials are first discussed,
followed by brief introduction of specific toughening mechanisms for ceramic material. A novel type deformation mechanisms for nanoporous ceramics, namely pore
collapse, compression and formation of shear bands, which can potentially enhance
ceramics' damage tolerance is introduced. Finally, previous works on mechanical
characterizations of nanoporous AAO membranes are reviewed.
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Figure 2.1. Schematics showing typical intrinsic and extrinsic toughening mechanisms,
reproduced according to [1].
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Figure 2.2. SEM image showing nanopore collapse and compression behaviors.
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Chapter 3 |
Objectives and Approach
As reviewed in Chapter 2, nanoporous ceramics in the previous studies demonstrated
unusual deformation mechanisms such as pore collapse and pore compression.
While these behaviors introduced by nanoporosity can possibly enhance macro-scale
toughness of ceramics, implementation of such mechanisms in macro-scale still
requires more thorough multi-scale understanding of the mechanisms' influencing
parameters and limitations. This thesis aims to parametrically study the effects of
pore size, porosity and material morphology (amorphous and crystalline) on microscale deformation behaviors of nanoporous ceramics. Objectives and approach are
discussed below.

3.1 Objectives
The objective of this thesis is to evaluate how pore size, porosity and material
morphology (amorphous vs. polycrystalline) would affect mechanical deformation
behaviors of nanoporous ceramics. The previous work reviewed in Chapter 2 has
led to a hypothesis that nano-pore collapse and pore compression can be triggered
when nano-pore diameter becomes smaller than a threshold value. Such threshold
value and deformation types depend on pore geometry, material phase, grain
boundaries, and loading type and magnitude. A thorough understanding towards
how deformation mechanisms are affected by the aspects mentioned above is needed.
The specific objectives are:
• To study the key deformation mechanisms of nanoporous ceramics and their
transition with respect to varying porosity, inter-pore distance, and material
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phase combinations under indentation load.
• To study the correlation between the above mechanical deformation mechanisms with measured micro-scale mechanical properties such as elastic modulus
and hardness.
These studies will lead to an in-depth understanding of balancing intrinsic and
extrinsic effects on mechanical deformation of nanoporous ceramic materials. In
future, these studies can be extended to inspection of how nanopore collapse or
compression, once triggered, can be propagated in a controlled manner; energy
dissipation enabled by controlled nano-pore deformations can potentially lead to
macro-scale fracture toughness improvement without weakening. This understanding will deliver a new category of material, toughened nanoporous ceramics, and
can be applied to nano-engineered materials design.

3.2 Approach
Research approach to achieve the above objectives is summarized below. Nano-pore
collapse/compression and their propagation will be experimentally studied through
nano-indentation on anodic aluminum oxide (AAO) membranes with parallel nanopores. The effect of pore geometry (inter-pore distance, pore size and porosity),
material phase, and loading conditions will be evaluated; deformation mechanisms
will be studied by correlating nano-scale morphology and micro-scale mechanical
properties including elastic modulus and hardness.

3.2.1 Sample Selection
To study effects of multiple varying parameters, consistency and control of sample
parameters are essential. Typically, ceramics are manufactured by sintering micronsize powder which yields randomly distributed pores at junctions of multiple
sintering powders. Introduction of nanoporosity can be achieved through using
nanocrystalline ceramic powders along with field assisted sintering method. However,
porosity, pore size and pore geometry can only be roughly controlled by altering
sintering pressure, temperature and powder size. So, for simplicity, anodic aluminum
oxide membranes with well-defined pore geometry, controllable porosity and easy
accessibility are selected for this study.
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Anodic aluminum oxide (AAO) membranes are usually manufactured using
a two-step anodization method [20, 61, 62] which yields highly ordered and controllable nanoporous microstructure. Since AAO membranes have been widely
used as templates for manufacturing CNTs, nanowires, and filters in bioengineering
applications, the samples with varying pore geometry can be purchased through
multiple commercial companies. During their manufacturing process, pore size and
porosity can be controlled by altering anodization time, solution and voltage as
grown, or can be adjusted by chemical etching after growth. Material phase of
AAO samples can be also controlled by heat-treatment: as-manufactured AAO
membranes are amorphous, and can be transformed to polycrystalline after heat
treatment at > 800 ◦ C. Control over pore size, pore geometry, distribution, material
phase make AAO membranes the ideal samples for this thesis study.

3.2.2 Mechanical Testing Approach
AAO membranes come in the form of thin film with around 50 to 100 µm thickness
and nanoscale microstructure. Due to samples' physical form and brittle nature,
traditional mechanical testing methods such as three-point bending test which
requires bulk sample and extensive machining cannot be used. In this study,
nanoindentation is selected as the mechanical testing method. Using a sharp
indenter tip with well-defined geometry, mechanical properties including elastic
modulus and hardness can be probed locally by indenting on sample surfaces. This
testing approach has been widely used for thin films [63, 64]. Multiple studies also
exist where nanoindentation tests were conducted on AAO membranes enabling
comparison between previous testing data and the experimental data presented in
this thesis.

3.2.3 Insepction of Samples
To identify the key deformation mechanisms that can potentially contribute to
toughening of nanoporous ceramics, deformed microstructures were inspected. The
indented sample surfaces are inspected by scanning electron microscopy (SEM). For
cross-section inspection, focused-ion beam (FIB) was used to cut perpendicular into
indented sample surface to reveal deformed microstructure beneath. Micro-structure
deformation were then inspected using SEM. To further obtain information about
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grain size and sharper images, thin slices of cross-section were cut from selected
AAO samples using FIB and later inspected using transmission electron microscopy
(TEM).
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Chapter 4 |
Material and Methods
In this chapter, experimental procedures to obtain mechanical properties, deformation behaviors, and their correlations for nanoporous ceramic samples will be
introduced in details. Discussion about sample preparation and pre-testing inspection will first be made, followed by introduction of nano-indentation testing set-ups,
indentation data analysis, and post-indentation inspection methods.

4.1 Sample Preparation
4.1.1 Specification and Pre-indentation Inspection
Anodized aluminum oxide (AAO) membranes used in this thesis were purchased from
InRedox LLC [65]. According to the manufacturer, a standard two-step anodization
method was used to yield highly organized, transverse isotropic nanoporous and
amorphous AAO membranes. The as-manufactured AAO membranes come in the
form of semi-transparent thin films with a thickness of ~50 µm and ~5 or 10 mm
diameter. In this work, 9 different AAO samples with varying porosity and pore
diameter (see Table 4.1) were purchased. Originally, the AAO membranes with
~10% porosity were manufactured to have three initial pore size of 38 nm, 82 nm
and 120 nm. Then, the manufacturer enlarged their pores by conformal chemical
etching to increase the porosity from ~10 % to ~20 % and also to ~30 %. The
corresponding enlarged pore size for the AAO samples are 50 nm, 119 nm, and 170
nm for ~20% porosity, and 61 nm, 144 nm, and 210 nm for ~30% porosity. Detailed
information regarding these sample specifications are summarized in Table 4.1.
The purchased AAO membranes were visually inspected using SEM (FEI
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NanoSEM 630 FESEM with a 1.7 nm resolution). From Figure 4.1(a) and (b),
two surface sides of the AAO samples were observed to be very different; the
top surface, shown in Figure 4.1 (a), exhibits slightly larger pore size and higher
porosity when compared with the barrier layer surface, as shown in Figure 4.1
(b). The layout of porous structure also shows a more organized, honeycomb-like
structure for top surfaces while a more random distribution of pores was observed
on barrier layer surfaces. Such surface geometry difference can be attributed to
the AAO membrane fabrication process. As illustrated in Figure 4.1(d), AAO
membranes were first grown on pure aluminum substrate and detached; barrier
layer surface, near the interface between AAO and pure aluminum substrate, was
observed to have narrower pores and lower porosity then the top surface where
pores enlarge near the surface. The cross-section of the samples were inspected
with SEM as seen in Figure 4.1(c); the above observed surface differences are local
to the region close to the surface, and the nanopores were observed to be straight
and have a relatively uniform diameter throughout the thickness of AAO samples.
To quantify the difference in porosity, SEM of the two surfaces were evaluated by
image processing using ImageJ program developed by NIH [66]. The SEM images
were first transformed to black and white, and a gray scale threshold was manually
adjusted to define pore circumferences. The calculated area fractions of the pores
are summarized in Table 4.2. Estimation of porosity for AAO samples showed
reasonable results for samples with small interpore distance (107 nm) and pore
size (38~61 nm). However, for samples with larger interpore distance (251 and 365
nm), significant difference between porosity values estimated by image processing
and ones provided by manufacturer can be observed. This difference can mainly
result from the existence of a thin secondary anodized layer on top surfaces and
high roughness on barrier layer surfaces. A set of SEM images for top and bottom
surfaces of AAO sample with 144 nm pore size and 30 % porosity before and after
image processing can be seen in Figure 4.2. Due to imperfections and roughness on
both surfaces, the grey scale threshold selected may significantly underestimate the
porosity on sample surfaces. Therefore, in this work, the estimated porosity values
presented in Table 4.2 can only partially represent the porosity values on sample
surface. In future, other measurement methods will be pursued to evaluate samples'
porosity. But in this thesis work, the porosity values provided by the manufacturer
will be referenced.
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4.1.2 Heat Treatment
As-manufactured AAO membranes are amorphous in nature [61, 62]. In order to
study the effect of material phase (amorphous or polycrystalline) on mechanical
deformation of nanoporous ceramics, heat treatment was conducted on the second
set of pristine amorphous AAO samples to transform the phase from amorphous
to polycrystalline. Heat treatment was performed using a tube furnace which
provides better control over heating/cooling rate and heat treatment atmosphere
over box furnaces. The AAO membranes were horizontally placed in an alumina
container and then was placed at the center of the tube furnace where the heating
is most uniform. The entire heat treatment process was carried out with argon
flowing through the tube furnace from one end to the other at around 50 cc/min
to provide an inert environment as well as to eliminate residual gases that can
potentially contaminate the samples. The temperature profile of heat treatment is
shown in Figure 4.3. A maximum heating temperature of 900 ◦ C was selected since
amorphous alumina starts to transform into crystalline phases at temperature above
800 ◦ C [67]. A low heating/cooling rate of 1 ◦ C/min was chosen for heating and
ramp sections during cooling process to limit non-uniform heating and temperature
gradient in samples which can lead to warping of thin ceramic films. During the
cooling process, temperature was held for 1h at each 100 ◦ C interval to ensure
uniform cooling of the AAO samples.
After the heat treatment, about half of heat treated samples showed some
degrees of warping. The warping can be a result of non-uniform heating/cooling
or anisotropic microstructure. Since AAO samples were placed horizontally in an
alumina container, the side closer to the container might experience temperature
gradient during heating/cooling process. Also, inhomogeneity of sample microstructure through sample thickness, such as pore size and porosity, might have led to
thermal expansion gradient and thus warping. However, exact reasons for such
behavior remain to be investigated. AAO samples that stayed macroscopically
nondeformed were selected and inspected under SEM. An example can be seen
in Figure 4.4; heat treated AAO sample with 50 nm pore size, when compared
with amorphous AAO samples, showed no significant deformation of nanoporous
microstructure.
To evaluate crystallization with heat treatment, X-ray diffraction (XRD) tests
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were conducted on both pristine and heat-treated AAO samples using a PANalytical
X’Pert3 MRD. As shown in Figure 4.5, multiple peaks of crystalline alumina phases
(a mixture of γ, δ and θ phases) [68] were observed with the annealed AAO samples,
confirmed their crystallinity after heat treatment. For the pristine AAO samples
on the other hand, the only peaks observed was the iron that originates from the
sample mount, proving its amorphousness.

4.2 Nanoindentation Testing
Mechanical testing of AAO membranes in this thesis study was conducted using
nanoindentation. Due to difficulty in machining testing samples and limited size of
AAO membranes, traditional testing methods such as three-point bending cannot be
used. Suitable for measuring mechanical properties for thin films, nanoindentation
is an ideal testing method for this thesis study. In this section, experimental set-up
and associated analysis methods to extract mechanical properties of AAO samples
are reviewed.

4.2.1 Experimental Set-up
Nanoindentation was performed on AAO samples with varying parameters using a
MTS Nanoindenter XP with continuous stiffness measurement (CSM) capability at
centralized research facilities at Drexel University. The maximum indentation load
of the instrument was 500 mN with a load resolution of 50 nN. Both Berkovich
and cube-corner indenter tips were used in this study. The Berkovich tip was used
mainly to measure the hardness (H) and elastic modulus (E). The cube-corner
tip was used to initiate fracture within the samples at relatively low loads. A
depth control loading method, with 0.1 /s strain rate, was selected with maximum
indentation depth of 2 µm for the Berkovich tip and 4 µm for the cube-corner
tip in consideration of the instrument's loading capacity and sample thickness:
indentation depth needs to be less than 1/10 of sample thickness to avoid the
substrate effect.
The AAO samples were first attached to stainless steel atomic force microscopy
(AFM) sample mounting disks using super glue, then mounted onto the testing
stage using wax. In this case, AFM sample mounting disks were selected due to
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its parallel surfaces which can ensure a horizontal position for indented samples.
Wax are used for sample mounting simply because the ease of removal. Calibration
of the tip area function (A) was conducted separately for both Berkovich and
cube-corner tips on a reference sample of fused silica, with the known and well
defined elastic modulus (E, 71.7 GPa) and hardness (H, 8.8 GPa); this reference sample was prepared in exactly the same manner as the AAO samples. The
tip area at different indentation depth can be calculated using the following relation:
A=

π S2
·
4 Er

(4.1)

S and Er represent unloading stiffness and material's reduced elastic modulus.
More details about measurement and calculation of these parameters will be given in
the next section. Calibration was then performed using CSM method and repeated
for 25 times for data consistency. The area-depth function is then calibrated as a
polynomial with respect to indentation depth h in the form of:
A = C0 h2 + C1 h + C2 h1/2 + C3 h1/4 + C4 h1/8 + C5 h1/16

(4.2)

Here, C0 ~C5 are the constants determined by data fitting. C0 is 24.5 for an ideal
Berkovich tip and 2.598 for an ideal cube-corner tip. The first three coefficients of
calibrated area-depth function for both Berkovich and cube-corner tips are listed
in Table 4.3.
For testing of AAO samples, indents were performed with increasing indentation
depths (0.4 µm, 0.8 µm, 1.2 µm, 1.6 µm, and 2.0 µm for the Berkovich tip, and
1 µm, 2 µm, 3 µm, and 4 µm for the cube-corner tip). For each sample, these
indentation sets were repeated for 4 or 5 times at each different location that are
25 µm apart from each other. After the indentation tests, E and H data from
standard unloading curves were averaged for further analysis. CSM measurement
was also conducted to obtain E and H data during the loading processes; an
oscillation magnitude (harmonic displacement) of 2 nm and frequency of 45 Hz
were used as the CSM setting. The E and H data were extracted from the loading
curves of the CMS data, and their values as a function of the indentation depth
were used to examine the existence of indentation size effect. The E and H data
from the standard and CSM measurement data were also compared. More detailed
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discussion about the data analysis methods and brief introduction to basic theories
for methods mentioned above will be discussed in the following section.

4.2.2 Analysis of Indentation Data
Technique to analyze the nanoindentation test data to determine elastic modulus
and hardness was developed by Oliver and Pharr [63, 64]. The analysis method was
mainly developed for isotropic materials, while the AAO samples in this study are
transversely isotropic. Thus, in this work, comparative studies among the provided
sample sets and their extracted properties will be the focus. The mechanical
properties measured were thus apparent elastic modulus and hardness (H); these
values are extracted about non-isotropic materials using the analytical solution for
isotropic materials. During the indentation process, the indenter tip first approaches
to the sample surface slowly until it meets the sample surface. This process enables
the instrument to locate sample height. Then, the instrument holds the indenter
position for a certain time to evaluate thermal drifting. After the thermal drifting
calibration, indenter will approach the surface and start the loading process. For
depth-controlled tests, the indenter will keep loading until the target displacement
or maximum loading capacity is achieved. Once reaching the target indentation
depth, the indenter will hold at the same maximum load for a short period of
time, followed by the unloading process. To ensure the accuracy of testing results,
the sample surface tilt was kept less than 1◦ with respect to horizontal plane,
the indentation depth was kept less than 1/10 of the sample thickness and more
than 4 times of the surface roughness. Schematics of cross-section view of an
exemplary indented surface and associated load-displacement plot are illustrated
with important testing parameters in Figure 4.6.
To measure the elastic modulus E For AAO samples, the reduced elastic modulus, Er , which contains elastic properties of both the testing sample and the
diamond indenter tip, needs to be first calculated. Er can be correlated with the
unloading stiffness (S) using the following relation:
S=

√
dP
2
= √ Er A
dh
π

(4.3)

Here S is the experimentally measured stiffness of the upper portion of the
unloading P -h curves where P is the indentation load, h the indentation depth of
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the tip (see Figure 4.6). A is the projected area of the elastic contact, which is
calibrated and expressed as a polynomial separately for each indenter with respect
to indentation depth h or contact depth hc using the methods mentioned in previous
section. The apparent elastic modulus E of the sample can then be calculated
using the following equation:
(1 − ν 2 ) (1 − νi2 )
1
=
+
Er
E
Ei

(4.4)

Where Ei (1100 GPa) and νi (0.07) are the Young's modulus and Poisson's
ratio of the diamond indenter tip. The Poisson's ratio for bulk alumina (α-Al2 O3 ,
96%) is 0.21 [26]. The Poisson's ratio for porous alumina is expected to be lower
than that for dense alumina [69]. Here a Poisson's ratio of 0.2 was assumed for the
AAO samples for simplicity of data analysis.
In addition to elastic modulus, hardness of the samples can also be measured
using nanoindentation. Using the projected contact area A along with the maximum
indentation load Pmax , the hardness H is defined as:
Pmax
(4.5)
A
In addition to the standard load-displacement plots, the elastic modulus and
hardness were also extracted from the CSM data. As shown in Figure 4.7, the local
unloading curve at each displacement value was used to provide the E and H values
as a function of the indentation depth. The mechanical property value changes
with the indentation depth were inspected in order to determine the size effect of
the testing method.
H=

4.3 Post-indentation Inspection
4.3.1 Surface Inspection using Scanning Electron Microscopy (SEM)
SEM inspection was conducted using a FEI NanoSEM 630 FESEM to examine
deformed microstructure of the indented surface of the AAO samples, in relation
to associated sample parameters and mechanical properties. Since alumina has
very low electrical conductivity, low level voltage/current settings (for example:
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landing energy of 3.00 KeV and current of 0.11 nA) were chosen to limit charging
and image shifting during SEM inspection.

4.3.2 Cross-section Inspection using Transmission Electron
Microscopy (TEM)
In addition to the above surface inspection, cross-section inspection beneath the
indented surface is crucial in order to capture the subsurface mechanical deformation.
Using focused ion beam (Quanta 200 3D dual beam FIB), a thin cross-section
slice (~100 nm thickness, ~6 µm depth, and ~10 µm width) was prepared from the
indented section of selected polycrystalline AAO samples (10 % porosity, 38 nm
and 120 nm pore size) to be inspected under TEM. To examine areas where pore
collapse and compression is most likely to happen, the cutting location is selected
so that the thin slice is perpendicular to both sample surface and one of three
indentation impression edges (see Figure 4.8). Due to low electrical conductivity of
AAO samples, ion beam shifting caused by sample charging can happen during the
milling process, which can result in poor precision or even failure of TEM sample
preparation. To avoid the shifting, the AAO surface section of interest, where a
TEM sample will be cut out, was grounded; the edges of the AAO samples were
painted by the conductive ink of a sharpie pen, and a line of platinum was deposited
inside FIB to connect the AAO surface section of interest to theses conductive
sample edges and then to ground. Platinum strips with ~1.5 µm width and 3
µm thickness were then deposited at cutting locations to protect sample during
milling process. Following the standard procedure of milling and thinning, electrontransparent TEM samples were then attached to a copper TEM grid. Nano-pore
deformation and grain sizes of these prepared TEM samples were inspected using
two TEM set-ups (Talos F200X with min resolution: 0.12 Å, and FEI Titan3 G2
with min resolution: 0.7 Å).
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Figure 4.1. SEM images of (a) top surface, (b) barrier layer surface, and (c) cross
section of an AAO sample with 119 nm pore size and 20 % porosity. and (d) a schematic
of the cross-section of an AAO on an aluminum substrate.
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Figure 4.2. SEM images before and after image processing for AAO sample with 144
nm pore size and 30 % porosity: (a)(b) barrier layer surface, (c)(d) top surface.
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Figure 4.3. Temperature profile for heat treatment of AAO membranes.

Figure 4.4. SEM images of top surfaces AAO samples with 50 nm pore size, 20 %
porosity (a) before heat treatment, (b) after heat treatment.
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Figure 4.5. XRD data of (a) an amorphous AAO sample on an iron mount, and (b) a
heat treated AAO sample.
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Figure 4.6. (a) Schematic illustration of the indentation unloading process and important
geometry parameters; (b) schematic of indentation load-displacement data and important
measurement parameters.

Figure 4.7. Schematic of the CSM loading cycle.

Figure 4.8. Schematic of TEM sample slice on an indentation impression.
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Table 4.1. AAO membrane specifications.

Table 4.2. Porosity on barrier layer and top surfaces estimated using image processing.

Table 4.3. Calibrated coefficient for tip area function for Berkovich and cube-corner
indenter tip.
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Chapter 5 |
Mechanical Deformation
Data and Properties
In this Chapter, direct observation of representative load-displacement curves will
first be made to identify inelastic behaviors during nanoindentation loading process.
Secondly, results from continuous stiffness measurement will be discussed to evaluate
any existing indentation size effect. Finally, mechanical properties including elastic
modulus and hardness of AAO samples extracted from nanoindentation data using
methods presented in Chapter 4 will be presented, along with analysis of observed
trends with their influencing parameters, including pore size, porosity and material
phase.

5.1 Mechanical Deformation Data by Nanoindentation
5.1.1 Load-Displacement Plots
Raw data from nanoindentation tests were recorded and then plotted as loaddisplacement curves. Representative load-displacement curves of both amorphous
and polycrystalline AAO samples with pore size of 82 nm, 119 nm, 144 nm and
corresponding porosity of 10 %, 20 % and 30 % are shown in Figure 5.1. A
typical load-displacement curve consists of loading, holding and unloading sections.
Materials during loading process experience both elastic and inelastic deformation
(plasticity, fracturing, etc.), while materials only experience elastic behaviors during
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unloading process. Two relevant observations were made by plain inspection of
load-displacement plots, specifically the loading sections.
First, as clearly exhibited in Figure 5.1, the AAO samples with lower porosity
experience larger loads when indented to the same depth, regardless of the material
phase; this trend indicates that hardness decreases with increasing porosity. The
quantitative extraction of hardness will be discussed in Chapter 5.2.2, and associated
mechanical deformation behaviors will be discussed in Chapter 6.
Second, as marked in Figure 5.1 (a), local, sudden slope changes were observed,
although small, during loading for the polycrystalline AAO samples with high
porosity (20 % and 30 %) when indented with a sharper cube-corner tip; these
sudden slope changes were not observed with amorphous samples (Figure 5.1 (b)).
Since plastic deformation is limited for polycrystalline AAO membranes, these
behaviors could indicate formation of microcracks or compression / collapse of
nanopores. Considering the trend of more instability behavior for samples with
higher porosity and only with polycrystalline phase, a reasonable conclusion would
be crack formation or nanopore collapse can happen more easily for samples with
these parameter combinations. Similar non-elastic, non-static deformation was
observed in a study by Ng et al [59] on nanoindentation of AAO membranes with
high porosity (~50 %), and was attributed to inelastic deformation such as formation
of subsurface cracks. In a previous study by Moser et al [70], in-situ indentation
inside SEM was conducted to correlate such sudden pop-in events with actual
deformation behavior, namely shear banding, for bulk metallic glasses. In this
work however, nanoindentation was conducted outside SEM without the in-situ
inspection capability, specific correlation between pop-in events with any nanopore
deformation mechanisms was hard to achieve. Meanwhile, these behaviors are
further studied through surface and cross-sectional inspection of post-indented
samples in Chapter 6.

5.1.2 Continuous Stiffness Measurement Data
During the loading process of nanoindentation tests, continuous stiffness measurement (CSM) was conducted to monitor material stiffness change at different
indentation depth/load. The indentation size effects were evaluated to ensure
indentation depths used in this study are sufficient for measurement of apparent
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material properties. From local unloading stiffness measured during loading process, elastic modulus and hardness were extracted using the method described in
Chapter 4.2 and plotted against indentation depth. Selected representative elastic
modulus-indentation depth plots are presented in Figure 5.2, where CSM results for
polycrystalline AAO samples of 10 % porosity with varying pore sizes (38 nm, 82
nm, and 120 nm) indented with both Berkovich and cube-corner tips are presented.
As shown in Figure 5.2, the measured stiffness values rapidly change over small
indentation depth ranges, indicating the (depth) size effect of nanoindentation tests.
As shown in Figure 5.2 (d), E measured using Berkovich tip exhibits a typical
indentation size effect for AAO sample with small pore size (38 nm); E values start
large and then rapidly decreases with increasing h and then stabilize before reaching
the maximum indentation depth of 2 µm. When measured using cube-corner tip
on the other hand, measured E exhibited an inverse size effect (E increases with
indentation depth). This inverse size effect observed with cube-corner tip is likely
due to its sharp indenter geometry, as similar behavior was also observed in fused
silica used for calibration.
The magnitude of observed indentation size effect, or the required indentation
depth to reach stabilized E values, is observed to depend on the nanopore size. For
example, when indented with cube-corner tip (see Figure 5.2 (a)-(c)), polycrystalline
AAO sample with 38 nm pore size reached the E value stabilization at an indentation
depth of 500 nm, while those with 82 nm and 120 nm pore size reached stabilization
at indentation depths of 1000 nm and 1500 nm, respectively. In addition, the
scatter of measured E values is more significant for samples with larger pore sizes.
The same trend can also be observed with the CSM data measured using Berkovich
tip (see Figure 5.2 (d)-(f)).
With larger pore sizes, the samples require larger contact area and indentation
depth, in order to behave as a quasi-homogeneous material and to provide consistent
material property measurements. Upon SEM inspection of AAO sample surfaces,
nanoporous microstructure was found to be more uniform for samples with small
inter-pore distance (pore size: 38 nm, 50 nm, 61 nm). AAO samples with larger
pore size showed less organized porous structure, with secondary anodized thin
layer on top surfaces and relatively high roughness on barrier layer surfaces which
might have caused the observed response at low indentation depth. Despite the
observed indentation size effect, the maximum indentation depths used in this study
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(4 µm for the cube-corner tip and 2 µm for the Berkovich tip) were confirmed to
be sufficient to assure consistent E and H measurement.

5.2 Measured Mechanical Properties
In this section, apparent elastic modulus and hardness measured from unloading
curves of nanoindentation data using standard Oliver and Pharr's method (see
Chapter 4.2) will be presented and discussed. Note that the mechanical properties
presented in this section are extracted from the standard indentation data obtained
with the maximum indentation depths of 2 µm for Berkovich tip and 4 µm for
the cube-corner tip. At the above indentation depth, the size effect discussed in
the previous section was no longer affecting measured mechanical properties. Also,
mechanical property calculation was conducted prior to inspection of deformation
behaviors, thus any sink-in or pile-up behavior, which can influence E and H
measurement, was not taken into account during data analysis. From the elastic
modulus and hardness results, several trends with respect to varying pore size,
porosity and material phase were noted and will be discussed below.

5.2.1 Elastic Modulus
Elastic modulus, E, of the AAO samples were calculated using the Oliver and Pharr's
method discussed in Chapter 4.2. The extracted elastic modulus of amorphous and
crystalline samples measured using Berkovich and cube-corner tips on both surface
sides (barrier layer vs. top) are plotted in Figure 5.3; the data are arranged with
respect to different pore size and porosity combinations. Three trends for elastic
modulus with these varying parameters were observed and discussed below.
First, elastic modulus measured on different surfaces (barrier layer and top
surfaces) exhibited different values. More specifically, the elastic modulus measured
on barrier layer surfaces for most of the samples are slightly larger than those
measured on top surfaces. As noted in Chapter 4.1.1, the two surfaces (barrier layer
and top surfaces) of the AAO samples have slightly different surface morphology.
This discrepancy in measured E values thus can be attributed to a lower porosity
for barrier layer surfaces at very small depth as illustrated in Figure 4.1. Regardless,
the extracted E values exhibit comparable magnitude range and trends with
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varying porosity, pore diameter and material phase of AAO samples, except for
the polycrystalline samples with medium interpore distance (see Figure 5.3(e)).
For this specific sample sets, the E values are largely different between the two
sample surfaces. The reason for such behavior is unclear. Possible influencing
factors include surface inhomogeneity, tilted sample surface during indentation etc.
Further inspection of samples' microstructures is necessary in order to interpret
the data shown in Figure 5.3(e), in relation to other data.
Second, the elastic modulus for most AAO samples show a decreasing trend
with increasing porosity (see Figure 5.3). For example, when porosity is increased
from ~10 % to ~30 %, the elastic modulus measured on the top surface using
Berkovich tip for amorphous AAO samples with small interpore distance (107 nm)
decreases from 99 GPa to 57 GPa (see Figure 5.3(a)). For their polycrystalline
counterparts, measured E decreases from 109 GPa to 61 GPa (see Figure 5.3(d)).
This trend is also valid regardless of indenter tip used or surface indented. A
reasonable explanation for this trend is that with higher porosity, less volume of
alumina is supporting the indenter during nanoindentation process, leading to lower
elastic modulus. Small deviation from this linear trend were observed with some
samples (see Figure 5.3(a) and Figure 5.3(d)) and can be potentially attributed to
the errors of the manufacturer-provided porosity values as discussed in Chapter
4.1.1. In addition, larger deviation from this linear trend was also observed with
the amorphous samples with larger inter-pore distance (see Figure 5.3 (c)) and
some polycrystalline samples with medium inter-pore distance (see Figure 5.3 (e)).
These opposite trends can be potentially caused by error during nanoindentation
or data processing caused by uneven surfaces or error in estimated porosity etc.
Third, the material phase effect on the E values become dominant only when
the interpore distance (and pore diameter) is medium or large (see comparison
among Figure 5.3(d), 5.3(e) and 5.3(f)) For polycrystalline AAO samples with
~10 % porosity, the elastic modulus measured by the cube-corner tip on barrier
layer surface increased from 119 GPa to 186 GPa when pore size increased from
38 nm to 120 nm. On the other hand, the measured E values of the amorphous
AAO samples with ~10 % porosity stays comparable regardless of the pore size: 99
GPa with 38 nm pore size and 110 GPa with 120 nm pore size as seen in Figure
5.3(a) and 5.3 (c). Since amorphous and polycrystalline AAO samples have the
same nanoprous structure, the observed trend difference can be mainly attributed
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to difference in material phase. We hypothesized that during heat treatment to
transform the phase from as-purchased amorphous to polycrystalline, grains are
formed within the AAO samples with their grain growth limited by the physical
structural dimensions of nanoporous structures. For example, if a single grain is
formed across the distance between two neighboring nanopores, the size of the
grains in that direction would be ~46-69 nm for the sample with the smallest
107 nm interpore distance (Figure 5.3(a)) and ~155-245 nm for the sample with
the largest 365 nm interpore distance (Figure 5.3 (c)), based on the preliminary
estimation from the nano-pore geometry values (see Table 4.1). Previous study have
shown that elastic modulus for nanocrystalline ceramic system can depend on grain
size [71, 72]. If we treat the solid part of AAO samples as a composite consisting
of fully crystalline inner grain phases and essentially amorphous grain boundary
phases, the apparent elastic modulus of AAO samples should be a function of E
of crystalline inner grain (high E) and amorphous grain boundary phase (low E)
and their volume fraction ratio. Thus, for polycrystalline samples with larger pore
size/inter-pore distance, a higher grain to grain boundary volume fraction ratio will
result in higher elastic modulus, explaining this trend. To support this hypothesis,
inspection of sample grain size for different interpore distances was conducted using
TEM, and will be discussed in Chapter 6.2.

5.2.2 Hardness
The extracted hardness values of amorphous and crystalline samples measured
using the Berkovich and cube-corner tips on both surface sides (barrier layer vs.
top) are plotted in Figure 5.4; the data are arranged with respect to different pore
size and porosity combinations.
The three trends about the elastic modulus discussed above in Section 5.2.1
were also observed with the measured hardness data. First, the H values measured
on the barrier layer surface for most of the samples are slightly larger than those
measured on the top surface, but overall exhibit comparable magnitude of range
and trends with varying porosity, pore size and material phase of AAO samples.
Second, the hardness for most AAO samples show an almost linear decreasing
trend with increasing porosity (see Figure 5.4). For example, the hardness values
measured by indenting on the top surface of polycrystalline AAO with the smallest
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inter-pore distance decrease from 6.8 GPa to 5 GPa when porosity increases from
~10 % to ~30 % (see Figure 5.4(d)). Third, the material phase effect on the H
values become dominant only when the interpore distance (and pore diameter) is
medium or large (see comparison among Figure 5.4(d), 5.4(e) and 5.4(f)). The
explanation for these hardness behaviors is essentially the same as the one for
elastic modulus. However, unlike elastic modulus which is solely extracted from
the elastic recovery during unloading section, hardness values are affected by both
elastic and inelastic deformation. Thus, the increase of hardness with respect to
larger pore size/interpore distance observed in this study might be an effect of a
combination of increase in elastic modulus and decrease in ductility for samples
with larger pore size/inter-pore distance. As noted in the inverse Hall-Petch effect,
the mechanical deformation mechanisms transit from grain/dislocation dominant
to grain boundary dominant when the grain size decreases below ~25-50 nm for
polycrystalline metal materials [73, 74]. Ceramics, for which dislocation mechanism
is absent, should have an even higher grain size threshold which means crystalline
AAO samples with larger interpore distance, thus larger grain size will exhibit
less ductility and higher hardness values. To support this hypothesis, grain size
measurement was conducted using TEM and will be covered in Chapter 6.

5.3 Summary
In this chapter, direct observations on indentation load-displacement curves and
continuous stiffness measurement data were made, followed by discussion on trends
of measured elastic modulus and hardness values with respect to varying parameters
for tested AAO samples. For elastic modulus and hardness, three main trends
were observed. First, E and H values are higher when measured on barrier layer
surfaces. Second, E and H values exhibit decreasing trend with increasing porosity.
Third, the effect of material phase (increase of E and H) is more significant for
AAO samples with larger pore size/interpore distance. To better understand
the deformation mechanisms behind these trends for AAO samples' mechanical
properties, post-indentation inspection of deformed microstructure for AAO samples
was conducted. The results are summarized in Chapter 6.
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Figure 5.1. Representative load-displacement plots of the AAO samples during nanoindentation with a cube-corner tip: (a) polycrystalline and (b) amorphous AAO samples
with pore size of 82 nm, 119 nm, and 144 nm, corresponding to porosity of 10%, 20%,
and 30% respectively. The arrows in (a) mark the sudden slope changes.
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Figure 5.2. The continuous stiffness measurement (CSM) of E as a function of the
indentation depth: (left, (a), (b), and (c)) indented by a cube-corner tip and (left, (d),
(e), and (f)) indented by a Berkovich tip. The indented samples are polycrystalline AAO
samples with 10% porosity with varying pore diameter of (a)(d) ~38 nm, (b)(e) ~82 nm,
and (c)(f) ~120 nm.
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Figure 5.3. Elastic modulus of (top, (a), (b), and (c)) amorphous AAO (a), (b), (c)
and of (bottom, (d), (e), and (f)) polycrystalline AAO samples, with different pore size
and porosity. Data measured on both sample surface sides (barrier layer and top) and by
Berkovich (BK) and cube-corner (CC) indenter tips are given.
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Figure 5.4. Hardness of (top, (a), (b), and (c)) amorphous AAO (a), (b), (c) and of
(bottom, (d), (e), and (f)) polycrystalline AAO samples, with different pore size and
porosity. Data measured on both sample surface sides (barrier layer and top) and by
Berkovich (BK) and cube-corner (CC) indenter tips are given.
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Chapter 6 |
Nano-pore Deformation
In Chapter 5, three main trends for measured elastic modulus and hardness values
with respect to different pore size, porosity and material phase combinations were
discussed. One unique trend observed was that both elastic modulus and hardness
values increase with larger pore size and thus inter-pore distance for crystalline
AAO samples. One hypothesis that can explain this behavior is that the grain sizes
of the crystalline AAO samples are proportional to the interpore distance due to
the growth limitation set by the pore structures. Thus, the AAO samples with
larger pore size (and thus interpore distance) have larger grain sizes, leading to
lower ductility and higher stiffness and hardness. In this chapter, the indented AAO
samples are inspected under SEM and TEM in order to examine their nanopore
deformation behaviors and also grain sizes, in relation to the mechanical property
trends and their explanations discussed in Chapter 5. Since the sharper cubecorner tip can create more severe stress field, the AAO samples indented with the
cube-corner tip were selected for these inspections.

6.1 Surface Inspection with SEM
Unlike bulk dense ceramics, for which radial cracking is the main deformation
mechanism that can be observed on indented sample surfaces, multiple deformation
mechanisms can be identified for nanoporous AAO membranes. By examining SEM
images of the deformed AAO sample surfaces, four major deformation mechanisms
were observed: radial/subsurface fracture (Figure 6.1(a)), nanocrack between pores
(Figure 6.1(b)), shear banding formed by arrays of collapsed pores (Figure 6.1(c))
and highly localized pore compression/collapse (Figure 6.1(d)). Previous studies on
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deformation behaviors of AAO membranes, as summarized in Chapter 2.3.2, have
shown nanocracks and pore compression behaviors with indentation carried out
using Berkovich tips. However, the shear banding behavior observed in this study
can only be seen in the studies by Z. Xia et al [21, 22], where a cube-corner tip was
also used. Inspection of the deformed AAO samples revealed that which one of the
mechanisms mentioned above is dominant highly depends on parameters such as
pore size, porosity as well as material phase. Close inspection of shear bands revealed
that this behavior occurs mostly in the regions around indentation impressions
which are under compression (see Figure 6.1(c)). Multiple shear bands can be seen
with an angle of approximately ~30-60 degrees with respect to the indentation
impression edge, suggesting the cause of this deformation to be the shear stresses
caused by indentation. Nanocracks were seen between arrays of heavily deformed
nanopores, indicating inelastic deformation occurred during loading before initiation
of any nanocracks (see Figure 6.1(b)). Below, the effects of varying parameters
(nanopore size, porosity, and material phase) on deformation behaviors of the AAO
samples will be discussed in relation to the mechanical properties measured in
Chapter 5.
With varying AAO sample parameters, the complete indentation impressions
are captured in Figure 6.2, 6.4, 6.6 and 6.8, while nanoporous structure deformation
in the vicinity of indentation impressions are captured in Figure 6.3, 6.5, 6.7 and
6.9. All the AAO samples inspected below are indented with a cube-corner tip.
Because the pores on the barrier layer surface are partially closed due to the nature
of the AAO fabrication, especially for samples with large pore size (see Chapter 4.1
and Figure 4.1), the following analysis will be focused on the indentation made on
the top surfaces of the AAO samples, both amorphous (Figure 6.2 and 6.3) and
polycrystalline (Figure 6.6 and 6.7).

6.1.1 Effect of Porosity
By inspecting SEM images of indented AAO samples with maintained inter-pore
distance and material phase, trend for deformation behaviors with varying porosity
was observed. Comparisons of indented surfaces of amorphous AAO samples with
the same inter-pore distance (~107 nm) and porosity ranging from ~10 % to ~30
% can be seen in Figure 6.2(a-c) and Figure 6.3(a-c). The sample with the small
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porosity (~10 %, see Figure 6.2(a) and Figure 6.3(a)) shows no shear banding
or any other deformation behaviors outside the indenter impression. Meanwhile,
the sample with medium porosity (~20 %, see Figure 6.2(b) and Figure 6.3(b))
exhibits clear shear bands around the indented region; a series of shear cracks
emerge between arrays of neighboring collapsed pores and extend outwards from
the indentation impression center. With the larger porosity (~30 %, see Figure
6.2(c) and Figure 6.3(c)), the indented surface shows a more localized pore collapse
behavior; instead of the initiation of shear bands, the porous structure around the
indentation impression appears to be crushed in a manner similar to honeycomb
structure yielding under compression [75]. Since these samples have the same
inter-pore distance and are amorphous, the observed transition of deformation
behaviors are solely attributed to porosity associated pore structure change.
When porosity increases while the inter-pore distance is maintained, the ‘wall’
thickness between neighboring nanopores becomes thinner. With the smallest
porosity (~10 %), the sample stiffness is large enough not to deform in the region
outside the indenter impression; mechanical deformation is contained in the area
just underneath the indentation impression. As the porosity increases to ~20 %,
the ‘wall’ thickness decreases, resulting in lower material stiffness (as confirmed
in Chapter 5.2.1), and thus the regions outside the indenter impression started to
deform due to the shear loading caused by indentation. This localized propagation
of nanopore deformation can be regarded as a quasi-plastic deformation mechanism
triggered under severe loading and normally cannot be observed with elastic-brittle
ceramics. With the largest porosity of ~30 %, the ‘wall’ structure thinning leads
to further decrease in materials' stiffness, and results into pore collapses, instead
of shear banding. The sample behaves more like a foam, dissipating energy by
pore collapse and compression in close vicinity of the indentation impression edges,
without propagating further away from indentation impression. One might attribute
these quasi-plastic deformation behaviors to the samples' amorphous phase, however,
similar deformation behaviors and transition can also be observed for polycrystalline
samples, suggesting that this deformation mechanism transition is largely dependent
on nanoporous structures of AAO samples.
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6.1.2 Effect of Inter-pore Distance/Nano-pore Size
Transition of deformation behavior with varying interpore distance/nanopore size
was observed when inspecting SEM images of indented AAO samples with the
same porosity and material phase. Examples can be seen in Figure 6.2(b), 6.2(e),
6.2(h) and Figure 6.3(b), 6.3(e), 6.3(h), where indented surfaces of the amorphous
AAO samples with same porosity (~20%) and increasing interpore distance (from
~107 nm to ~365 nm) are presented. As the porosity is kept constant, the nanopore
morphology (ratio between the nano pore diameter and the interpore distance)
are kept constant; the nanopore diameter was proportionally increased (from ~50
nm to ~170 nm) with the interpore distance. Since these samples have the same
nanopore morphology and are amorphous without grains, the observed transition
of deformation behaviors discussed below are solely attributed to the size scale of
pores.
When the nanopore size is small (~50 nm, see Figure 6.2(b) and 6.3(b)), nanopore
shear banding behavior was observed. With the pore size increased to 119 nm (see
Figure 6.2(e) and 6.3(e)), the pore collapse still happens, but in a more random
manner where on a few clear shear bands formed by arrays of collapsed pores can
be identified. For sample with large pore size of 170 nm (see Figure 6.2(h) and
6.3(h)), only limited nanocracks between pores can be seen around the indentation
impression. With maintained porosity and increasing pore size/inter-pore distance,
again thickness for ‘wall’ structure between nanopores will increase. For samples
with 20 % porosity mentioned above, when pore size increases from 50 nm to
170 nm, thickness of ‘wall’ structure will increase from 57 nm to 195 nm. We
hypothesize that at this size scale, the inelastic deformation such as fracture in
such ‘wall’ structure can be dependent on its thickness. Nanocracks between pores
can be more easily triggered in samples with smaller pore size/inter-pore distance
and thinner ‘wall’ structure leading to observed pore collapse, compression and
shear banding behavior.

6.1.3 Effects of Material Phase
The material phase of AAO samples is another important factor which affect
materials' mechanical properties and deformation behaviors. As discussed in
Chapter 5.2, elastic modulus and hardness of AAO membranes showed different
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trend with respect to varying pore size/inter-pore distance for amorphous and
crystalline samples. Due to the observed difference in mechanical properties, similar
behavior for deformation mechanisms was expected. Though inspection of the
crystalline AAO samples generally shows similar shear banding and deformation
transition behavior when compared with their amorphous counterparts (see Figure
6.5 and 6.7), a few difference can also be noticed. First of all, comparing Figure
6.5(a) and 6.7(a), shear banding behavior happens more easily for crystalline sample.
Arrays of collapsed pores can be observed on top surface of crystalline AAO with
38 nm pore size (Figure 6.7(a)), while no such behavior can be seen in amorphous
sample with the same pore size and porosity (Figure 6.5(a)). Another noticeble
difference is that crystalline AAO samples show more severe fracture behavior such
as radial cracks, especially on barrier layer surfaces (Figure 6.8). For example, by
comparing indentation impression for samples with 120 nm pore size and 10 %
porosity, the crystalline AAO sample (Figure 6.8(g)) showed long cracks extending
from corners of indentation impression while no cracks can be seen for amorphous
sample (Figure 6.4(g)).
A comparison of SEM images indicating difference of pore collapse mechanisms
of the amorphous and crystalline AAO samples are presented in Figure 6.10.
Closer inspection of collapsed pore structure indicates difference in the deformation
mechanism. In Figure 6.10(a), the nanoporous structures around the indentation
impression of the amorphous AAO sample not only fractured but also went under
extensive plastic deformation where the edges of originally hexagonal shaped pore
structures got bent and sheared. Pore structures for the crystalline AAO sample in
Figure 6.8 b, on the other hand, show no sign of such plastic behavior, with only
nanocracks forming in a more brittle manner.
To explain the difference in deformation behaviors between amorphous and
crystalline AAO samples, we need to consider their difference in their atom arrangement. Crystalline AAO samples are consisted of crystalline grains and grain
boundary phases. With strong bonds and long-range order, it is hard for grains to
go under any plastic deformation before fracture initiate. Grain boundary on the
other hand, though also processes strong bonds between atoms, have randomized
atomic structure and even small cavities, which enables the material to go under
limited plastic deformation by grain boundary sliding. Amorphous samples, lacking
any long-range atomic structure, can be treated like they are consisted of entirely
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grain boundary phase, thus exhibit higher ductility during deformation process.

6.1.4 Effects of Loading Condition
Besides pore size, porosity and material phase, we observed that different loading
conditions could contribute to differences in deformation behaviors as well. When
indented by cube-corner tip, its sharp geometry induces a compressive stress around
indentation impression almost perpendicular to straight porous structures in AAO
samples, leading to shear banding and general pore collapse/compression behavior.
With much less sharp geometry, Berkovich tip generally cannot produce compressive
stress with enough magnitude and proper direction that can trigger pore collapse,
compression and shear banding behaviors.
However, arrays of collapsed pores were observed for AAO samples with small
interpore distance (107 nm) and medium to high porosity (20~30 %) when indented
using Berkovich tip. Such behaviors are compared to shear banding behavior
created by indentation using cube-corner tip in Figure 6.11. For samples with
the same pore size, porosity and material phase indented by the Berkovich tip
(Figure 6.11(b)), arrays of collapsed pores similar to the ones on surface indented by
cube-corner tip can be seen. However, these bands of collapsed pores are parallel to
the indentation impression edge and inside the impression, indicating very different
nature of stress state that causes this behavior. Similar behavior has been observed
in scratching tests in previous studies [57, 58, 60]. We hypothesize that Berkovich
tip, though not as sharp as cube-corner tip, can still create compressive stress
parallel to sample surface which is required for initiation of shear banding behavior.
The fact that such behaviors only happen on AAO samples with small interpore
distance (107 nm) and pore size (38~61 nm) further suggests the importance of
pore size/inter-pore distance in the formation of shear banding behaviors.

6.2 Cross-section Inspection using SEM and TEM
In the previous section, we discussed deformation mechanisms observed on surfaces
of AAO samples with different pore size, porosity and material phase combinations.
To further inspect subsurface deformation behaviors and to obtain information
about grain size for AAO samples, SEM and TEM inspection was conducted
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on cross-section of selected samples. The observed deformation behaviors and
crystalline AAO sample grain size information are discussed below.

6.2.1 Deformation Behaviors on Cross-section
In order to study how the nanoporous structure of AAO membranes deform beneath
the indentation impressions, FIB was used to cut perpendicular into selected samples'
surfaces to reveal the deformed cross-section (see Chapter 4.3.2). Selected samples
include amorphous and crystalline AAO with 38 nm and 120 nm pore size and
corresponding porosity of 10 %. SEM and TEM images of cross-sections for the
samples mentioned above were taken and presented in Figure 6.12 and 6.13. They
were indented using a cube-corner tip to 3 µm or 4 µm indentation depth.
For amorphous AAO with 38 nm and 120 nm pore size and 10 % porosity
(see Figure 6.12), no subsurface cracks can be observed on cross-sections. The
indentation impression profile indicates no pile-up or sink-in behavior. From Figure
6.2(b), heavily deformed pores can be seen in vicinity of region under compression
during indentation. When compared with straight pores away from and right
below the indentation center, the tilted shape of originally straight pores indicates
extensive plastic deformation in confined volume around indentation impression
due to compressive stress during loading process.
TEM images of deformed porous structure on cross-section of AAO samples
with crystalline morphology, 10 % porosity and pore size of 38 nm and 120 nm are
shown in Figure 6.13. Similar to their amorphous counterparts, a confined volume
in which porous structure went under compression and heavy inelastic deformation
can be seen around indentation impression. Subsurface cracks near sample surface
and extending downwards can also be seen. Pile-up of material by indentation can
be seen from the indentation impression profile in Figure 6.3(b).
As stated previously in Chapter 6.1.3, amorphous AAO samples can go under
more plastic deformation while crystalline samples behave in a more brittle manner.
This statement is further supported by comparing deformation behaviors observed
in Figure 6.12 and 6.13. One interesting observation is that despite its crystalline
morphology, nanoporous structure for AAO sample with 38 nm pore size exhibited
extensive quasi-plastic behavior near the indentation impression (Figure 6.13 (a)).
Curved pores can be seen without large crack formation near the region where
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pore-curving is most severe. Again, such behavior is less significant for AAO
sample with larger pore size (120 nm). Recall in Chapter 5.2, we hypothesized
that crystalline AAO samples with smaller pore size/inter-pore distance may yield
smaller grain size, thus can exhibit higher ductility due to grain boundary sliding
enabled by higher grain boundary to grain volume fraction ratio. To confirm this
hypothesis, information about grain size for crystalline AAO samples was needed.
To obtain information about grain size, dark-field TEM inspection was conducted
to highlight grains with same crystal direction. The results of such inspection are
summarized below.

6.2.2 Grain Size Inspection using Cross-Sectional TEM
As hypothesized in Chapter 5.2, the significant increase of elastic modulus values
and hardness values for crystalline AAO with increasing pore size with porosity
being maintained is likely due to the increase of grain size for heat treated AAO
samples. To examine the resulting grain size of heat treated AAO samples, dark
field TEM images were taken right under indentation impression of two samples
with the same porosity (10 %) and different pore size (38 nm and 120 nm). The
results can be seen in Figure 6.14.
When taking the dark field TEM images shown in Figure 6.14, certain diffraction
angles were chosen in order to highlight grains with the same crystalline direction. It
can be observed that with the exact same heat treatment procedure, AAO samples
with different pore size / inter-pore distance yielded microstructure with different
grain size. Grain size for samples shown was roughly measured using Gwyddion,
an image/data processing package developed by the Department of Nanometrology,
Czech Metrology Institute. The grains for crystalline AAO sample with 38 nm
pore size is estimated to have a mean diameter between 80 nm to 120 nm. For
crystalline AAO sample with 120 nm pore size, the estimated mean diameter is
between 120 nm to 210 nm.
Recall that with the same 10 % porosity, thickness of wall structures between
neighboring pores are approximately 70 nm and 240 nm for samples with 38 nm
and 120 nm pore size. It is reasonable to conclude that the resulting grain size
of AAO samples after treatment is related to the thickness of their wall structure.
We hypothesize that, during the heat treatment process of pristine amorphous
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AAO samples, crystalline alumina grains start to nucleate and grow with their
size restrained by the space between nanopores. With the same porosity, the
AAO samples with larger pore size, thus larger inter-pore distance, yield larger
grains, indicating a larger grain to grain boundary ratio than samples with smaller
pore size. With larger grains and lower grain boundary to grain volume fraction
ratio, crystalline AAO samples' deformation behaviors are less dominated by grain
boundary sliding thus behave in a more brittle manner. Samples with smaller pore
size and grain size on the other, are dominated by grain boundary motion during
deformation, resulting in quasi-ductility observed in this study. The observed grain
size difference can also support the claim made in Chapter 5.2.1 about dependence of
elastic modulus with respect to pore size/inter-pore distance observed in crystalline
AAO samples.

6.3 Summary
In this chapter, different deformation mechanisms including radial and subsurface
fracture, nanocracks, shear banding and localized pore compression and collapse
were identified for nanoporous AAO membranes by examining SEM images of deformed sample surfaces. The effects of pore size, porosity, material morphology and
loading condition on observed deformation mechanisms were discussed. Inspections
on deformation behaviors beneath sample surfaces and grain size for crystalline
samples were carried out using both SEM and TEM. Connections between samples'
mechanical properties and deformation behaviors were briefly discussed.
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Figure 6.1. SEM images of four different deformation mechanisms for the AAO membranes: (a) radial and subsurface cracks, (b) nanocracks between nano-pores, (c) shear
bands, and (d) locally nano-pore compression.
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Figure 6.2. SEM images of indentation impressions by a cube-corner tip on the top
surfaces of amorphous AAO samples with different pore size and porosity: (a) ~38 nm,
~10 %, (b) ~50 nm, ~20 %, (c) ~61 nm, ~30 %, (d) ~82 nm, ~10 %, (e) ~119 nm, ~20 %,
(f) ~144 nm, ~30 %, (g) ~120 nm, ~10 %, (h) ~170 nm, ~20 %, and (i) ~210 nm, ~30%.
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Figure 6.3. Zoomed in SEM images of indentation impressions by a cube-corner tip on
the top surfaces of amorphous AAO samples with different pore size and porosity: (a)
~38 nm, ~10 %, (b) ~50 nm, ~20 %, (c) ~61 nm, ~30 %, (d) ~82 nm, ~10 %, (e) ~119 nm,
~20 %, (f) ~144 nm, ~30 %, (g) ~120 nm, ~10 %, (h) ~170 nm, ~20 %, and (i) ~210 nm,
~30%.
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Figure 6.4. SEM images of indentation impressions by a cube-corner tip on the barrier
layer surfaces of amorphous AAO samples with different pore size and porosity: (a) ~38
nm, ~10 %, (b) ~50 nm, ~20 %, (c) ~61 nm, ~30 %, (d) ~82 nm, ~10 %, (e) ~119 nm,
~20 %, (f) ~144 nm, ~30 %, (g) ~120 nm, ~10 %, (h) ~170 nm, ~20 %, and (i) ~210 nm,
~30%.
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Figure 6.5. Zoomed in SEM images of indentation impressions by a cube-corner tip
on the barrier layer surfaces of amorphous AAO samples with different pore size and
porosity: (a) ~38 nm, ~10 %, (b) ~50 nm, ~20 %, (c) ~61 nm, ~30 %, (d) ~82 nm, ~10 %,
(e) ~119 nm, ~20 %, (f) ~144 nm, ~30 %, (g) ~120 nm, ~10 %, (h) ~170 nm, ~20 %, and
(i) ~210 nm, ~30%.
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Figure 6.6. SEM images of indentation impressions by a cube-corner tip on the top
surfaces of polycrystalline AAO samples with different pore size and porosity: (a) ~38
nm, ~10 %, (b) ~50 nm, ~20 %, (c) ~61 nm, ~30 %, (d) ~82 nm, ~10 %, (e) ~119 nm,
~20 %, (f) ~144 nm, ~30 %, and (g) ~170 nm, ~20 %.
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Figure 6.7. Zoomed in SEM images of indentation impressions by a cube-corner tip on
the top surfaces of polycrystalline AAO samples with different pore size and porosity: (a)
~38 nm, ~10 %, (b) ~50 nm, ~20 %, (c) ~61 nm, ~30 %, (d) ~82 nm, ~10 %, (e) ~119 nm,
~20 %, (f) ~144 nm, ~30 %, and (g) ~170 nm, ~20 %.
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Figure 6.8. SEM images of indentation impression by a cube-corner tip on the barrier
layer surfaces for polycrystalline AAO samples with different pore size and porosity: (a)
~38 nm, ~10 %, (b) ~50 nm, ~20 %, (c) ~61 nm, ~30 %, (d) ~82 nm, ~10 %, (e) ~119 nm,
~20 %, (f) ~144 nm, ~30 %, (g) ~120 nm, ~10 %, (h) ~170 nm, ~20 %, and (i) ~210 nm,
~30%.
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Figure 6.9. Zoomed in SEM images of indentation impression by a cube-corner tip on
the barrier layer surfaces for polycrystalline AAO samples with different pore size and
porosity: (a) ~38 nm, ~10 %, (b) ~50 nm, ~20 %, (c) ~61 nm, ~30 %, (d) ~82 nm, ~10 %,
(e) ~119 nm, ~20 %, (f) ~144 nm, ~30 %, (g) ~120 nm, ~10 %, (h) ~170 nm, ~20 %, and
(i) ~210 nm, ~30%.
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Figure 6.10. SEM images showing the effect of material phase on nano-pore deformations
of indented AAO samples (~119 nm pore size and ~20 % porosity): (a) amorphous vs.
(b) crystalline.

Figure 6.11. SEM images showing the effect of the indenter tip on nano-pore deformations of indented AAO samples (~61nm pore diameter and ~30% porosity): (a)
cube-corner tip vs. (b) Berkovich tip.
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Figure 6.12. SEM images of cross-section of indented amorphous AAO samples (~10%
porosity) indented on the top layer surface using a cube-corner tip: (a) ~38 nm pore
diameter vs. (b) ~120 nm pore diameter.
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Figure 6.13. TEM and STEM images of cross-section of indented polycrystalline AAO
samples (~10% porosity) indented on the top layer surface using a cube-corner tip: (a)
and (b) ~38 nm pore diameter vs. (c) and (d) ~120 nm pore diameter.
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Figure 6.14. Dark field TEM images of cross-section of indented polycrystalline AAO
samples (~10% porosity) indented on the top layer surface using a cube-corner tip: (a)
~38 nm pore diameter vs. (b) ~120 nm pore diameter. The highlighted areas indicate
grains.
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Chapter 7 |
Conclusions and Recommendation for Future Works
In this thesis, mechanical properties and deformation behaviors for nanoporous AAO
membranes were studied using nanoindentation. Clear trends for both mechanical
properties and deformation behaviors of AAO membranes with respect to different
pore size, porosity and material phase combinations were observed and analyzed.
In this chapter, summary of indentation tests results and conclusions will be made,
followed by recommendations of future works.

7.1 Summary of Conclusions and Contributions
7.1.1 Mechanical Properties of AAO membranes
Mechanical properties including elastic modulus (E) and hardness (H) were measured from recorded load-displacement curves. Two main trends for E and H
were observed. First, elastic modulus and hardness both showed a decreasing
trend with increasing porosity. For elastic modulus, which was measured solely
by analyzing unloading stiffness, this trend can be simply attributed to the fact
that less material was indented for AAO samples with higher porosity. Hardness
on the other hand, depends on both elastic and inelastic behavior of AAO samples.
Upon SEM inspection of deformed sample surfaces, samples with higher porosity
did generally show more severe inelastic deformation behaviors such as pore collapse, pore compression. Second, elastic modulus and hardness values exhibited
increasing trend with respect to larger pore size/inter-pore distance. While not
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obvious for amorphous samples, this trend is significant for polycrystalline AAO
samples. With the same nanopore geometry and distribution, this size effect for
polycrystalline AAO samples is hypothesized to be related to crystalline sample
grain size. By inspecting dark field TEM images which highlighted grains with
a certain crystal direction, the resulting grain size for polycrystalline AAO were
confirmed to be larger for samples with larger pore size and interpore distance.
With larger grains and thus higher grain to grain boundary volume fracture ratio,
the materials behave similar to bulk dense alumina, with higher elastic modulus
and lower ductility/higher hardness.

7.1.2 Deformation Behaviors of AAO Membranes
Deformation behaviors of AAO membranes after nanoindentation were inspected
by SEM and TEM. Four major deformation mechanisms namely radial/subsurface
fracture, nanocracks between pores, shear banding in the form of arrays of collapsed
nanopore and highly localized pore collapse/compression were observed. Among
these mechanisms, novel deformation mechanisms unique for nanoporous ceramic
materials, namely shear banding behavior, has the potential in enhancing material's
fracture toughness by reducing stress concentration and dissipating energy. Similar
to mechanical properties discussed above, these deformation mechanisms showed
transition behaviors for polycrystalline AAO samples with varying pore size, porosity
and material phase combinations. Specifically, shear banding behavior is more
easily triggered in samples with small interpore distance (107 nm), pore size (38~61
nm) and medium porosity (20 %). For polycrystalline AAO samples with small
pore size/inter-pore distance, TEM inspection showed much small grains when
compared with samples with large pore size. With small grain size and lower grain
to grain boundary volume fraction ratio, enhanced ductility and lower strength for
materials between neighboring pores can be expected, creating condition for shear
banding behavior to happen. This trend of the polycrystalline AAO samples was
also observed with amorphous AAO samples that lack long range atomic ordering.
This indicates complex relation between the shear banding behavior and the size of
deformation zone with respect to sample pore size.
TEM and SEM inspection were conducted on deformed cross-section of selected
AAO sample (pore size: ~38 nm and ~120 nm). Apart from grain size information
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mentioned previously, deformation behaviors including subsurface cracks, pore
compression and inelastic deformation can be observed. For amorphous AAO
sample, originally straight pore structures became tilted towards compression
direction indicating some level of plasticity for AAO samples with amorphous
material phase. In contrast, on the cross-section of crystalline AAO samples,
subsurface cracks indicating brittle failure behavior can be observed. Yet, in
vicinity of the indentation impression, the crystalline AAO samples still exhibited
highly compressed and deformed porous structures similar to the ones seen in
amorphous samples. Comparing the crystalline samples with 38 nm and 120 nm
pore size, the samples with the smallest pore size exhibit more ductile behavior.
This behavior can also be explained by the difference in grain size for heat treated
sample; when the grain size for AAO samples decrease, higher grain boundary to
grain volume fraction ratio results in enhanced ductility leading to this ductile
behavior.
From the nanoindentation studies about mechanical properties and deformation
mechanisms of nanoporous AAO membranes, the complexity of such material
system was revealed. Both mechanical properties and deformation mechanisms can
be effected by multiple parameters including but not limited to pore size, interpore
distance, porosity, material morphology, grain size and loading conditions.
Through this thesis study, a few important deformation mechanisms were
identified including shear banding in the form of pore collapse and compression.
The shear banding behavior, when controlled, has potential in enhancing ceramics'
ability to deform in a quasi-ductile manner leading to higher fracture toughness.
Trends for these mechanisms and material's mechanical properties with respect to
several parameters were investigated and summarized in previous sections. The
study results from this work can provide useful reference for the future design of
engineered nanoporous ceramic with high damage tolerance without compromising
ceramics' high strength, elastic modulus and hardness.
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7.2 Recommendations for Future Works
7.2.1 Fracture Toughness Measurement for AAO Samples
In this thesis, fracture toughness of the AAO samples was not measured due to
limitation on sample size, indentation depth and maximum load. Their measurement
is essential in order to correlate the nano-scale deformation mechanisms, including
shear banding, local pore compression and collapse behavior, with macro-scale
fracture toughness. If nanoindentation is used to measure fracture toughness,
testing should be done on thicker samples with a sharp indenter tip, such as cubecorner tip used in this study, and higher indentation depth and maximum load.
However, to initiate radial cracks with enough length and well-defined geometry for
accurate fracture toughness measurement would still be a challenge, since a higher
indentation load/depth can cause other deformation mechanisms to emerge before
radial crack initiation, making accurate measurement of toughness hard to achieve.
Thus, macro-scale sample fabrication and testing will be crucial.

7.2.2 Bulk Fabrication and Testing of Nanoporous ceramics
The small-scale AAO membranes were used in this thesis study due to easy control
over their highly organized nanoporous structure. However, ceramic materials
used in engineering applications will be larger, and will have more randomized 3-D
microstructure. To further study the effects of introduction of nanoporosity on
ceramic materials, macro-scale nanoporous ceramic materials manufactured in a
scalable manner should be characterized.
To achieve a macro-scale nanoporous structure, one manufacturing technique
can be used is spark plasma sintering. During the sintering process, the pore size,
porosity of the sintered samples can be controlled by adjusting powder size, sintering
temperature, pressure and applied voltage. Samples with different pore size and
porosity can then be characterizing at nano-scale using similar approaches in this
thesis study, and also macro-scale using the standard techniques such as bending,
tensile, compression tests. The deformation behaviors and mechanical properties of
nanoporous ceramics can then be evaluated at macro-scale and compared to the
results of this study, providing more insight on how nanoporous ceramics behave at
different length scale.
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